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Chapter 1 : The Economics of Gender : Joyce Jacobsen :
The Economics of Gender, 3e offers an affordable,comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to the
contemporaryresearch being conducted on the differences between women'sand men's economic opportunities,
activities, andrewards.

This innovative text grounds the economic analysis of labor markets and employment relationships in a
unified theoretical treatment of labor exchange conditions. In addition to providing thorough coverage of
standard topics including labor supply Recensioner i media "This book is well-written and well-organized, and
considers issues raised across several academic disciplines. Moreover, it is theoretically sound and provides a
critical perspective on current research. The international comparisons are integrated and useful, broadening
the understanding of gender differences. There is definitely a need for this book. The data and references too
are extremely useful and provide a basis for further enquiry into the under-studied area of gender economics.
The writing style is clear, and my students find it accessible. What Are the Issues in the Economics of
Gender?:. What is the Economics of Gender?. Why Study the Economics of Gender?. How Are Men and
Women Different?. Why Are Men and Women Different?. Why Are Women Underrepresented in Science?.
Critiques of the Economic Approach. Communication between Academic Disciplines. Gender and Metaphor
in the Language of Economics. The Repercussions of Scarcity. The Intrinsic Value Paradox: Noncompetitive
Markets Monopoly and Monopsony. Effects of a Minimum Wage. Gender Differences in the U. Where Do
Women and Men Work?. Gender Differences in Charitable Contributions. Further Reading and Statistical
Sources. Why Do Women and Men Work?:. The Household as Economic Unit. Household and Marriage
Formation. Forces Determining the Division of Labor. Is Bachelorhood a Pitiable State?. How Is Power
Distributed in Households?. The Economics of Domestic Violence. Prenuptial and Postnuptial Agreements.
Household and Marriage Dissolution. Consumption and Production Relationships. Budget Constraints and
Indifference Curves. Trends in Labor Force Participation. What Has Caused These Trends?. What Is
Higher-Quality Housework?. Trends in Hours Worked. Extensions of the Simple Economic Model. Predicting
Changes in the Labor Market. Changes in Volunteerism Rates. The Decision to Work. Consequences for
Family Structure. The Question of Causality. Early Marriage as an Element of Utopia. New Household and
Family Patterns. Changes in Well-Being of Households and Families. The Price Of Success? Higher
Education and Family Life. Teenage Mothers and the Cycle of Poverty. Part II Policy Application: Effects of
Welfare Programs. Approaches to Welfare Reform. Making Noncustodial Parents Pay. The Free the Children
Antipoverty Program. Recent Welfare Reform in the U. Gender Segregation in the Workplace. The Situation
in Various Occupations.
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The Economics of Gender, 3e offers an affordable, comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to the
contemporaryresearch being conducted on the differences between women'sand men's economic opportunities,
activities, andrewards. While focusing on contemporary US patterns, this textintegrates an.

HPB pick - Out of stock Loading HPB condition ratings New: Item is brand new, unused and unmarked, in
flawless condition. No defects, little usage. May show remainder marks. Older books may show minor flaws.
Shows some signs of wear and is no longer fresh. Used textbooks do not come with supplemental materials.
Average used book with all pages present. Possible loose bindings, highlighting, cocked spine or torn dust
jackets. Obviously well-worn, but no text pages missing. May be without endpapers or title page. Markings do
not interfere with readability. All text is legible but may be soiled and have binding defects. Reading copies
and binding copies fall into this category. Mint condition or still sealed SS. Absolutely perfect in every way.
No defects, little sign of use, well cared for. Not necessarily sealed or unused, but close. Could be an
unopened promotional or cut item. Will show some signs that it was played and otherwise handled by a
previous owner who took good care of it. Attractive and well cared for, but no longer fresh. Minor signs of
wear, scuffing or scratching, but will play almost perfectly. This item is in okay condition. Obviously
well-worn and handled. Most vinyl collectors will not buy good or below, but some tracks on CD or vinyl will
play. This movie is unopened and brand new. No defects, little sign of use. No skipping; no fuzzy or snowy
frames in VHS. Attractive and well cared for but no longer fresh. Minor signs of wear, but will play almost
perfectly. This item is in okay condition and basically works well. Basically plays, but may be obviously
well-worn with some scratching or tape distortion. Disc or tape is intact, but may be scratched or stretched.
There may be skips or distortion or product defects. Sign up for bookish emails And get a coupon for your
first purchase.
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Joyce P. Jacobsen is Professor of Economics at Wesleyan University. She is the author of "The Economics of Gender,
Second Edition "(Blackwell) as well as numerous research articles.

Bibliographic record and links to related information available from the Library of Congress catalog. Contents
data are machine generated based on pre-publication provided by the publisher. Contents may have variations
from the printed book or be incomplete or contain other coding. Gender, gender, everywhere 6 Why are men
and women different? Why are women underrepresented in science? Gender and metaphor in the language of
economics 17 Summary 18 Endnotes 18 Further reading 21 Discussion questions 21 Appendix: The
repercussions of scarcity 22 Opportunity cost 22 The marginal vs. The intrinsic value paradox: Are diamonds
and water like lawyers and child care workers? Economy 33 How much do men and women work? Gender
differences in charitable contributions 47 How do men and women allocate their time? Is bachelorhood a
pitiable state? The economics of domestic violence 78 Household and marriage dissolution 79 Focus:
Prenuptial and postnuptial agreements 80 Policy application: Consumption and production relationships 89
Gains from trade 90 Budget constraints and indifference curves 92 Substitutes and complements 94 Endnote
96 Discussion questions 96 4 Labor Force Participation: Analysis of Trends 97 Trends in labor force
participation 97 What has caused these trends? What is higher-quality housework? Changes in volunteerism
rates Predicting changes in the labor market Policy application: Subsidized child care Summary Endnotes
Further reading Discussion questions Appendix: Labor supply The decision to work Policy application: Early
marriage as an element of Utopia New household and family patterns Changes in well-being of households
and families Focus: The price of success? Higher education and family life Focus: Teenage mothers and the
cycle of poverty Policy application: Welfare Reform What is welfare? Making noncustodial parents pay
Focus: Directors and officers at Fortune companies Interpretation of large changes in the proportion of women
in some occupations Segregation index values Cross-cultural segregation data Theories of why segregation
occurs and persists Focus: Blind selection processes The relationship between segregation and earnings Focus:
Human Capital What is human capital? Is there gender bias in educational testing? Is the classroom climate
chilly for women? Nontraditional job training programs Summary Endnotes Further reading and statistical
sources Discussion questions Appendix: Compensating Differentials What is a compensating differential?
Death on the job Sorting of workers across firms and industries Gender differences in preferences for job
characteristics Focus: Discrimination How economists define discrimination Overview of evidence of
workplace discrimination Focus: The difficulties of filing discrimination charges Focus: The Sears case How
do discrimination theories explain gender workplace differences? Improving negotiation skills Policy
application: Comparable Worth What is comparable worth? Comparable worth for professors How would
comparable worth be implemented nationally? Are Gender Differences the Same Everywhere?
Institutionalized pay discrimination in New Zealand Focus: Swedish hiring quotas and Norwegian boardroom
quotas Examples from particular countries Focus: Comparing tax system effects for Sweden and West
Germany Social policies across advanced industrialized countries Policy application: Child allowances
Summary Endnotes Further reading and statistical sources Discussion questions 11 Socialist and Cooperative
Societies Why these societies might be expected to display more gender equality Evaluation of actual practices
Focus: Causes of the progress of women in the Soviet Union Examples from particular countries Focus:
Vietnam as a paradigm for transition? Time use in Togo Level of gender inequality by type of society Focus:
Flexible gender roles in American Indian societies Focus: Sex ratios across countries Examples from
particular countries Policy application: Two Brazilian factories Development effects on family structure
Focus: The marriage market in Singapore Development policy topics Focus: Bank loans in Bombay Policy
application: Economic History Overview by era Focus: Mill towns in New England Long-run trends in labor
markets Focus: Bank tellers and the tipping phenomenon Policies affecting men and women differently Focus:
The cigar industry Policy application: Marriage bars Summary Endnotes Further reading and statistical
sources Discussion questions 15 Race, Ethnicity, and Class Considerations in Interpreting Gender Differences
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Gender differences across groups Different conceptual frameworks for analyzing group differences Focus:
Black progress in corporate America Immigrant experiences Group membership considerations in formulation
of policy Focus: Does Title IX discriminate against black men? Quotas in educational programs and hiring
Summary Endnotes Further reading Discussion questions 16 Policy Proposals Summary of policy approaches
to gender issues General precepts for policy formulation Focus: Part-time lawyers Policy application:
Family-friendly benefits Summary Endnotes Further reading and statistical sources Discussion questions
Author index Subject index Library of Congress Subject Headings for this publication: Women -- Economic
conditions. Sex role in the work environment.
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The Economics of Gender, 3e offers an affordable,comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to the
contemporaryresearch being conducted on the differences between women'sand men's economic opportunities,
activities, andrewards. While focusing on contemporary US patterns, this textintegrates an.
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The Economics of Gender, 3e offers an affordable, comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to the contemporary
research being conducted on the differences between women s and men s economic opportunities, activities, and
rewards.

Chapter 6 : The Economics of Gender by Joyce Jacobsen
The Economics Of Gender - Joyce Jacobsen is available now for quick shipment to any U.S. location. This edition can
easily be substituted for ISBN or ISBN the 3rd edition or edition or even more recent edition.

Chapter 7 : The Economics of Gender 3rd Edition by Jacobsen | Rent | calendrierdelascience.com
The Economics of Gender, 3e offers an affordable, comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to the contemporary
research being conducted on the differences between women's and men's economic opportunities, activities, and
rewards.

Chapter 8 : Joyce Jacobsen - Faculty, Wesleyan University
The item shows wear from consistent use, but it remains in good condition and works perfectly. All pages and cover are
intact (including the dust cover, if applicable).

Chapter 9 : The Economics Of Gender - Jacobsen Joyce | Libro John Wiley & Sons 05/ - calendrierdelascie
The data and references too are extremely useful and provide a basis for further enquiry into the under-studied area of
gender economics." Ritu Dewan, Center for Gender Economics, University of Mumbai "This is a very good, accurate
book with current empirical evidence and some very interesting discussions.
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